Boosting with AIDSVAX B/E enhances Env constant region 1 and 2 antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity breadth and potency.
Induction of protective antibodies is a critical goal of HIV-1 vaccine development. One strategy is to induce non-neutralizing antibodies (NNAbs) that kill virus-infected cells as these antibody specificities have been implicated in slowing HIV-1 disease progression and in protection. HIV-1 Env constant region 1 and 2 (C1C2) monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) frequently mediate potent antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) making them an important vaccine target. Here we explore the effect of delayed and repetitive boosting of RV144 vaccine-recipients with AIDSVAX B/E on the C1C2-specific mAb repertoire. It was found that boosting increased clonal lineage specific ADCC breadth and potency. A ligand crystal structure of a vaccine-induced broad and potent ADCC-mediating C1C2-specific mAb showed that it bound a highly conserved Env gp120 epitope. Thus, boosting to affinity mature these type of IgG C1C2-specific antibody responses may be one method by which to make an improved HIV vaccine with higher efficacy than seen in the RV144 trial.SIGNIFICANCE Over one million people become infected with HIV-1 each year making the development of an efficacious HIV-1 vaccine an important unmet medical need. The RV144 human HIV-1 vaccine-regimen is the only HIV-1 clinical trial to date to demonstrate vaccine-efficacy. An area of focus has been on identifying ways by which to improve upon RV144 vaccine-efficacy. The RV305 HIV-1 vaccine-regimen was a follow-up boost of RV144 vaccine-recipients that occurred 6-8 years after the conclusion of RV144. Our study focused on the effect of delayed boosting in humans on the vaccine-induced Env constant region 1 and 2 (C1C2) - specific antibody repertoire. It was found that boosting with a HIV-1 Env vaccine increased C1C2-specific antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity potency and breadth.